AMIT PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM SELECTION NOTES:

Admission into the Professional Education component of the Advanced Medical Imaging Technology Program is a competitive process and not everyone meeting the minimum criteria for acceptance will be admitted. Although the limiting factor is usually the availability of clinical sites, program faculty are under no obligation to accept a student into the professional curriculum simply because availabilities exist. The number of clinical sites available from one year to the next is variable. Program officials will not know the number of available sites until Summer semester.

Four criteria are evaluated and considered by program officials when selecting applicants.

1. Quality of application
   a. Preparation
      i. Civic engagement
      ii. Observation/shadowing/first-hand knowledge of the disciplines
   b. Evidence of good character
   c. Written communication
      i. Strict adherence to formal grammar, spelling, and punctuation is expected.

2. Overall GPA
   a. Breadth and comprehension of academic background
      i. Transcripts for ALL previous collegiate work is submitted with the application.

3. Math and Science GPA
   a. Comprehension of coursework directly related to professional studies
      i. All math and science courses taken to meet program requirements are considered.
      ii. Math and science work completed in more advanced classes are considered if they are being used to meet program requirements.

4. Group Project
   a. Interpersonal interactions
      i. Generally about 6 – 10 applicants per group

5. Minimum overall GPA of 2.8 is required at time of application.

Applications are due the first day of Spring Semester of each academic year. The first three stages of the application process are usually completed in January and February. Only those students meeting the minimum criteria stated in the application will be invited to the final stage. The final stage will be completed in March with students being notified of the decisions in April. Unanticipated circumstances may extend these dates and applicants will be notified when/if delays should occur. Communication between applicants and program officials will occur primarily via email so applicants are urged to include an email address that they check regularly on their application.

The University of Cincinnati does not discriminate on the basis of disability, race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, medical condition, genetic information, marital status, sex, age, sexual orientation, veteran status or gender identity and expression in its programs and activities. The complete Notice of Nondiscrimination can be found at http://www.uc.edu/about/policies/non-discrimination.html.